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Megan Barlow-mad lib

In two weeks Noun has a cheer competition. This not just any competition; this linking verb u.S

finials. Her team has been practicing for this competition their whole season. Megan can't wait for the

competition her goal is to win first place Conjunction second place. One week of hard core practice has

gone by and Megan is getting really excited. Her team has put in harder stunts and Verb - Present ends in ING .

Today is the competition and Megan's team is really excited. They just finished their routine and are about to go

on the floor. When they stepped on the floor the crowd went Adjective . Pronoun thought to

herself and said " Pronoun got this we have done this routine a million times we are capable of winning

first place"! Adverb they were done performing the crowd went wild again the team did amazing.

Preposition awards the team had to wait. All the cheer teams at the competition were called

Adverb to the competition mat for awards. The crowd was so loud that the announcer had to say

interjection . When Megan's team's division got to third place and that they weren't called yet they knew

that they won Conjunction first or second place. Then they announced first place and they won. Everyone

on Megan's was so excited that they screamed interjection . The crowd went even Adjective than

they did before. Megan went Preposition get the Noun . At that moment Megan knew that all that

practicing paid off!
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